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SOLO EP ALSO BEING RELEASED

KINK DAVE WILL
DAVE

(24) THE LAST WALTZ

1

ugelbert Humperdinck, Decca
2
(11 SAN FRANCISCO
Scott McKenzie, CBS
3
(2) I'LL NEVER FALL IN LOVE AGAIN
Tom Jones, Decca
4 (61 THE HOUSE THAT PACK BUILT
Alan Price, Decca
5
(3) I WAS MADE TO LOVE HER
Stevie Wonder, Tamla Motown
6 (51 EVEN THE BAD TIMES ARE
GOOD
Tremeloes, CBS
7
(8) IUST LOVING YOU
Anita Harris, CBS
8 (26) WE LOVE YOU/DANDELION
Rolling Stones, Decca
9 (16) EXCERPT FROM A TEENAGE OPERA Keith
West, Parlophone
10
(4) ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE
Beatles, Parlophone
11 (12) PLEASANT VALLEY
SUNDAY
Monkees, RCA
12
(9) UP UP AND AWAY
Johnny Mann Singers, Liberty
13
(7) DEATH OF A CLOWN
Dave Davies, Pye
14 (151 ITCHYCOO PARK
Small Faces, Immediate
15 (28) HEROES AND VILLAINS
Beach Boys, Capitol
16 (13) GIN HOUSE
Amen Corner, Deram
17 (111 CREEQUE ALLEY
Mama's and Papa's, RCA
18 (20) THE DAY I MET MARIE
Cliff Richard, Columbia
19 (10) IT MUST BE HIM
Vikki
Carr, Liberty
20 (-) LET'S GO TO SAN
FRANCISCO
Flower Pot Men, Deram
21 (22) THERE GOES
MY EVERYTHING- Engelbert
Humperdinck, Decca
22 (14) YOU ONLY LIVE
TWICE/JACKSON
Nancy Sinatra, Reprise
23 (-) BURNING OF THE
MIDNIGHT LAMP ... Jimi Hendrix, Track
24 (25) A BAD NIGHT
Cat Stevens, Deram
25 (-) YOU KEEP ME HANGING ON
Vanilla Fudge, Atlantic
26 (191 TRAMP
Otis Redding and Carla Thomas, Stan
27 (17) SHE'D RATHER BE WITH ME
Turtles, London
28 (21) 007
Desmond Dekker, Pyramid
29 (-) REFLECTIONS ... Diana Ross
and the Supremes, Tamla Motown
30 (-) THERE MUST BE A WAY
Frankie Vaughan, Columbia
I
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INK Dave Davies will release a follow-up to
" Death Of A Clown "-in about eight weeks.
And the Kinks have a
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Manager Robert Wace told the MM. The neut w single from
Dave will probably be another Ray and Dave Davies cornposition."
There will also be a Dave Davies EP released between the
singles and the new Kinks athum "Something Else" will be

released in September.

The Kinks have also surted to rehearse a cabaret act and
make their first ventures into the cabaret field this autumn.
The proposed Kinks film is on. Robert Wace told the MM:
"They will definitely make a film in the New Year. Ray and
av will
th e other Kinks will be in it and there will be

na"
actors.
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JOHN WALKER

NEW SINGLES FOR
TURTLES AND VINCE

ORDERED TO
BED SUFFERING

FROM EXHAUSTION
exhaustion and a heavy cold.

Vince Hill has revived "Love Letters
In The Sand" with his own composition
written with Bob Barrett "My Favourite
Colour Is Blue."

Despite being ill, he completed appearances over the week.

tileHst,x1=,z7m.:,:nt

B...emouth.

this autUrntri doing

7(Vnrgardrrieg'.1.Cre
ft.....4zend
at present allout anew single for Walker..

GREEN AT 100 CLUB
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used

BRIAN

Pe.trehre

melody
maker

its
Thursday
London's Tally

CONDON'S CLOSES
EDF:10Erk.COonNeDC7Sthein

last

outposts

Ronnie

of

has dos. its doors and

161 Fleet St_ London. E.C.S.

New

Telephone: 01-353 5011

city's

JACK HUTTON. Editor

BOB HOUSTON. Ass. Editor

Is up

for sale. Condon opened his

BOB DAWBARN. Features Editor

rnnlY:silfdsr'sTre2e KV"',41°.

ALAN WALSH News Editor

wich Vilag, .d remain.

there

Street
Side.

for

11

years
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MAX JONES

before
56th
,

CHRIS HAYES
CHRIS WELCH

Now that Nick's and Con

don's have the shutters

BILL WALKER

up.

NICK JONES

only

for Dixieland

i
lovers.

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER

PETER WILKINSON

Prowncial News Editor: JERRY

GOODMAN TRIO

-

MMER Bonn, Goodman
TATas formed a new Trio
,shish airs Redthe Light Pro-

DAWSON. 2-4 Oxford Road.
Manchester 1 Central 3232

ne"="%etitiaesd`Pes1=1"ndtrymrr'r7...
The B side is "It Just Don't Matter Now."

Beatles visit Wales
to hear philosopherto .

THE

While @e band is in Siterthe Lounge
land,
Liza.s
Ho (14).

@ass).

concert

one

take
over
residency at

BM 'and'

Stott Club on September 3.

for
the VW firm (12) and remains
In Zurich for the festival
which ends on September 14.
plays

(tor,

Ronnie
Mathewson
The group play the

before
plays3iCluboStday
(1
n:-ilcnf gab' MHZ 11"e
band

Jazz Scene on Sep-

Need More than This," with Save The Last
Dance For Me" on the B side.
" You Know
The Turtles new single is
" Rugs Of
What I Mean... The B side is
Woods and Flowers."
The Shadows' single is a Hank Marvin
composition
Tomorrow's Cancelled" withs

Shadows, Billy Fury, Shirley Hassey and Peggy Lee all have singles
released on September 15.

WALKER
ordered to rest by a doctor last
JOHN
week
being
g taken III. He was suffering from
end

the

Turner,

Ike and Tina Turner release "I'll Never

and Tina
Turtles, the

Ike

HILL,

V1/%10E

Beatles

Jones

leffLondon
. spend

tember 24.

Proceeds will be devoted to
purchasing toys for underprivileged children, and food
parcels for needy pensioners.

meditation
lectures
of
Indian philosopher Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
But they returned on Sunday following the news of
Brian Epstein's death.
John Lennon, George Harrison and Paul McCarney attended a lecture by Maharishi
at the Hilton hotel, London,
on Thursday night.
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The spokesman

"They'll

almost

certainly
move to Germany because we

have

our

own

office there
they also have

already and
several records in the German
charts"

TRULY CHARITY
Victor

recording

Itc.t./
giant list of artists who will

be

banning of

show (to tie in with the Paul

Bee

Kind, Cathy and the Cadets.
the Pride and Joy, The "
Side, The Sunset, Page Four,
and the Houston Brothers, will
also appear in the show.

giving their services for
free at a midnight chaHty

ers front line, callingst,
in M.

CLARINETTIST
re-formed his oldeteot"

co. Higgins (Mt) and Johnny
McGuff (.b), for an ladepend.t recording session In

ptuals, featur-

ing 25 -year -old singing nurse

Edith Elliott,

being co aid

isr
rrieYrknetinrhere
States.
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(15) and will also appear on

Beat Beat Beat at a date not
yet fixed.
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" From
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The

British single"
Underworld

work on an LP next week.
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Tale

Reshuffle. the Rodents, Keith's
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Fairy

Sweet Charity.
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along with local grotripn:
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the Magoos, the Harlem John

LENNON
Colin

The
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free

be made.

qces.

Bee Gees-whore new
THE
"Massachusetts"
single
have written both skies of
a single by Germany's leading folk duo Esther and Abl
Titles ar "Homing
'Of n";Ty
Of My Home," released here
on September 8.

Privilege

staged at the Odeon Cinema,
Warrington, on Sunday, Sep-

five days in Bangor, North
Wale, listening to the

BEE GEE SONGS

ffim

Shirley Bassey and Peggy
Lee have versions of the
same song relegsed on the

and in the

11."1' eV.sevtlgrTecoM
ing the same day, the Dol-

t= }43t.eiffi=s2

a(V atel

10). All but the Club 43 dates
will . done with the Stan
.Tracey THo.
GS tenor titan Ben Webster begins a two-week season
at Ronnie's on Monday (4).
Opposite him at the club will
be another American, vocalist -saxophonist Vi Redd, making her debut in this country.

Lincoln to

Kirk
join
and Roach
dates are be CONCERT
leg set up for the
Roland Kirk Quartet and
Max Roach Quintet with
Abbey Lincoln.
Both bands will be appearing In Britain at the Jazz .(po

festival and at Ronnie
Scott's Club (see page 6), and
'67

the Harold Davison Organiss-

V.Z7Pcr:.1:`,:rtt:grrrp:
TRADE FAIR 'FINE'
of

SPIRIT

o..
prevailed
9th Musical Industries Trade
Fair which was held at
Hotel

don's

Russell

Aug. 20 to 24.

o

from

" There were more buyers

'h

and they

le

braid,
the
PresdnoV'gh'e"ILT
"The
whoiesal

s

are

delighted at

tilie;ean'treaZeitliri11:110

ward to an exceptionally busy

and successful year.

...Atteridance

TAX'
where
be=
of the

showed
some-

visitors came
from overseas, including the
15%

dealers
most -important
in
Europe. It has encouraged
r

Don

tnnreerMtnlerantnitihi

next year."

gotta lotta rhythms. I got cha cha,
mambo, rumba, samba. I got bossanova,
twist and surfin'. I got four
beat and three beat to the bar.
IAny tempo
fast 'n slow.
And I got bass
drum, snare drum,
high hat and
conga drums. Yeah man! I just press the buttons
and I got rhythm. I gotta Selmer Rhythm Box.
I

H TIINE

Will match any high impedance
amplifier or can be plugged into a

spare input with another instrument.
Easily portable. Get yourself a whole
rhythm section - get yourself a

Selmer

Rhythm Box

72

GNS.

Please send me full details of Selmer
Rhythm Box
Name
Address

MM 2/9/67
IMy usual Selmer Dealer is

CS

Selmer

yS

11 4

Charing Cross Road
Landon, W.C.2
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Isisek ham right) wick his first signings - the Beatles 11051

end rho Pacemakers, Billy I. Kramer and the Dakotas.

Gerry

EPSTEI

who
millionaire
feared loneliness
EPSTEIN is dead and world show

BRIAN
business has lost its most spectacularly
Ssuccessful manager.
In his short but fantastic career he guided the Beatles,
Cilia Black, Gerry and the Pacemakers, Billy J. Kramer
and others to the pinnacles of pop success. He had his
failures too along the way, but they were overshadowed
by the stupendous conquests of John, Paul, George and
Ringo.

Epstein's career /IS a manager, paralelled theirs as
entertainers. Before that he'd become bored with acting,
window dressing, selling furniture, records and books.

People often asked-did he make the Beatles or did
they make bin.? And Epstein himself was always the first
'
to say the Beatles would have been as big without him.
But his strongpoint was his deep belief in their fabulous
future when they were still unknown.
He told the world they would outstrip the great
Elvis Presley and was laughed at. He was right. But,
characteristically, he didn't have the last laugh. He was
too polite for that.

CALCULATED
"

All You Need Is Love

ual, Epstein

was there to listen.

Last month, the Melody Maker ran a remarkable
series of interviews with Brian Epstein. They were
arranged and written In Knokke, Belgium, where Epstein's
team of singers from his NEMS Enterprises had just won
the European Song Contest. With candour and
complete
honesty he talked to the MM on three lengthy sessions.
On his possible addiction to LSD and
marijuana, both
of which he'd admitted sampling, he commented:
"I took
that risk. It was a calculated risk."
On his own failings he said: " I reproach
myself most
often for being bad tempered and for being mean
from
time to time.' On

"I think I
have overcome a very large ego so I'm
very forgiving
and tolerant of egomaniacs." When asked
if the Beatles
would have been so successful if
managed by someone
else he replied: "They may have been
as
failings in others he said:

successful, but
I don't think they would have been as happy."

13.11y

I.

Kral,.er wa

Asked to comment on suggestions that he'd
used the
Beatles to promote other artists he
"
replied: This Is
absolutely untrue. I have always been
perfectly singleminded about this and I must say in fairness
Beatles have been easy to manage." On the that the
of him marrying being remote he said: "It is possibility
one of the
biggest disappointments to me because I must be
out somewhere not having a wife and
missing
children."
n early HEMS success thanks in part to Ep to n'

per anal management.

"Yes.
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On the thing he feared most in
"
Loneliness. I
hope I'll never be lonely. Although,
loneliness on oneself to a certain actually, one inflicts
extent."
The Epstein Interviews, as the series
was called, were
written by the MM's Mike
Hennessey. He knew Epstein
over a long period.
This week he commented:
it may seem lunatic to talk
of failure in connection
with a millionaire. Yet the
impression I formed
of Brian
Epstein was of a man desperately
wanting to be creative,
to express himself
artistically, but
that he was destined for second knowing M his heart
hand fame - the
reflected glory of the Beatles for whom
his devotion and
admiration were absolute. He
/mown as the fifth Beetle but wanted so much to be
aware that he could not match sure he was only too
their wit, their
creative
genius, their inexhaustible
inventiveness.
"The Beatles,"
he said to me revealingly in
our last interview,
mob, on effort to involve me in what
"a/ways
they're doing."
This significant remark
is made more
poignant by his
further admission that his
greatest fear was loneliness.
Brian Epstein, a
basically kind. sometimes
always scrupulously honest
petulant,
man,
had
come to terms with
the fact that the
Beatles could have
suceeded without
him. And, although he had
no inclination to put it
test. he must also have
to the
wondered "Could I
without them,"
succeed
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New York's Appollo theatre, wailsunshine. The timeless peace is deafening, sad, beautiful.
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ence for it is gradually

fading away."

This pessimistic assessment was voiced the other
day by a normally optimistic Man, the affable and
articulate alto saxophon-

Julian "Cannonball"
Added,. One could point
to his own quintet as the
liveliest refutation of his
argument, but he has -'
ist,

We cot,
counterpuneh:
a
great deal of success
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enough of a Chance to hear
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It's a strap thing," Adderley continued. "Here we
generation of kids
who are raised on a con-

have

stant diet of music; they all
buy records and have transistor radios and a radio In
the car.

-The only thing wrong is,
they don't get to bear jazz
on them.
"What can we do to

rem.y this? For the

mass

public today, the pup scene

includes Ramsey Lewis, Wes
Montgomery',
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our group, luckily, and maybe a couple more.
" What used to be
audience, the young crone
cwd,
has turned to other forms
of music."
One hopeful aspect is that
the youngsters ears are wide
open to a broader spectrum
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jazz from
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The folk
knew it was

fror all practical purposes it's

area.
" However, all the saine
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pop music of today. Th t

minent
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carry a message. In the ne

things are outmoded.
Everything must Involve a
social significance - or a
new dance,
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fundamental rules.
" Sure,
there are a lot of
changed.
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market for it."

exception. For two or three
years he tried in vain for a
hit at Capitol Records.
When he at last came
with a couple, they weupre
tunes he thought least likely
to succeed.
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MELODY MAKER.

"

WHAT Dylan did was to liberate the whole
field of lyric writing from the world of adult

fantasy and start talking about real things. He
showed everybody that the teenage audience was
more adult and receptive to ideas than anyone had
ever imagined before."
Tom Wilson was talking about his record -producing

activities and his ideas on British and American
A tall
(6 ft 4 in), bearded and handsome man, he madepop.
a striking
impression as he strode through the lobby of the Royal
Garden Hotel, Kensington, in his all -white suit.
At 35, he has 13 years of record -making behind him
already. He started acquiring knowledge of deejaying and
recording at Harvard, where there was a student -owned
radio network, WHRB.
"I
was president of the jazz society there, and began
to meet some of the musicians," said Wilson. "
We sponsored one of Dave Brubeck's earliest
concerts, I did interviews with Charlie Parker and others,
and we recorded
Herb Pomeroy, Serge Chaloff and
some more. We started
to can programmes, and that's
where I learned radio and
recording technique."
Later, Wilson started the Transition label. When he
went to New York he worked with United
Artists-recording Cecil Taylor, Herbie Mann, Art Farmer
Peters-and from UA moved to Savoy for twoand Brock
years.
From there to Audio Fidelity, where he first became

WHAT
MADE
DYLAN
GREAT

fantastically

FLASI-OUR

sound.,7:1 him

CARNABY CARD
AND THESE SCENES
ARE YOURS

in
interested
a. then the presi
Columbia Record,

November
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Mothers Of Invention.
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January

did

the

Naturally he did the singles
as
Like A Rolling
well,
"
Stone
being his last with
Dylan. He was instrumental,

ett

WoburnOf =

"

realises

'Animalthms

4.

a.

growth, artistically, he's writing almost everything they'
doing now. He's wthing better
lyrith, and I believe he'll he.
come one of the most import -

..-,

oil

i
!ftk.-)
'

How

did

folk r.k

the

expression,

come
into being?
"
It grew, like
Says Wilson:

Tops,.

=RI:" diner)
Subterranthn Homesick
Blues

Bob's

was the second folk

rock record. Because the Ani

House Of The Rising

als'

was the original folk
rock record, and I consider
Subterranean' to be the

Sun

second - the first American -

made one.
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INTERESTING
"On this

" My contribution
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r
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the skill of session musicians
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the outlook of young
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.
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ant -writers of the 67-68 scene.
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couldn't easily be sold on an
idea he didn't fa.),
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out here soon, and this represents a big change for Eric.
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all
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Best Of The Animals, Volume
Two; also all the Animals
singles since Januery 66. His
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album and 'Eric Is Here'
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flowing up to the time Parker

'It's so simple' says Samantha lust, 'It's unbelievable'
But its real. Bea member of CARNABY CARD-the new
swinging idea for the
generation-and you've made It! Right away, you become a member of dozens swinging new
upon dozens
of clubs like the Marquee, like the Pink Flamingo. Clubs all
Britain. Clubs wherever you
happen to be. Clubs that give you the Big Hello even the firstover
time you make the scene.
What's more, you get the red carpet treatment in all the
Jazziest boutiques right across the
country. Pop Into Lord Kitchener's Valet, say, or the Fantastic, flash
your CARNABY CARD
and you can get u much as 10% discount on all the
gear you buy. A savings like that can mount
into es Cs es In only a couple of months.
CARNABY CARD membership costs a mere 20/- for one whole
year, an absolute nothing.
CARNABY CARD'S the wildest idea ever. When
you join we send you your own CARNABY
CARD inscribed with your name. It comes Ina
convenient, smart wallet with an index to all
the scenes. Thereafter, you'll receive
regular supplements telling you the latest clubs and
boutiques. So terrific, it can't be bad!
loin now. Send In the coupon below with
your cheque or postal order for 20/. made out to
CARNABY CARD LTD. Start
flashing your own CARNABY CARD.

:Tc`diotTriT. dZetiterriVPiet

own creature. The Beatles can

4;°y!lesod

XI;

they

neat group in alt of pop, and
they deserve their reputation."

V
I CHELSEA MANOR STUDIOS FLOOD STREET
CHELSEA SW3

More and more
Clubs and Boutiques
are joining
Carnaby Card
every day

GOOFED?

MR/MISS/MRS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

RAVING

SECOND TIME
T'"

ADDRESS

t. ROUND FOR
DATE OF BIRTH

BE A

CARNABY
CARD

TREMELOES

or

I

am over 18 years

SIGNATURE

ra

undertake to abide by the rules of the clubs
to which I am elected.
I enclose a cheque/postal order for
20/. made
I

out to CARNABY CARD LTD.

'
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GEORGIE FAME:
World " (CBS).

Sounds nice.
Yeah.
Very

to the Beatles there - it's so like

THE
CILADYS KNIGHT ANDNeeds
PIPS "Everybody
"
Love (Tanda Motown).
Haven't a clue who this is. I
t tell if it's a solo singer or
a group - rye heard it before on
tie radio. Don't like it though.
it's all been done before. It's a
I never
Madan number.

Fields." Reallybeau... Sounds very sincere. t be
';Strawberry
e Mot. -butover
huge
''re dnn.t. know.
.

VIKKI

CARR:

" There I GO.

Vikki
Let's just do a
(Liberty).t
snort one on this.
s.She's only sell'n toospecific market and that's
not for me. Definitely like Shirley
Basset - I really can't .e any
i

Motown
Stevie
Wonder's new one is really
Steelgat
onto

good - ifs more relax. than
the ...sat, thin, al awe
i's an exciting song.

originality in this. It's all been
done before, baby. I can see 'em
digging this in the pubs lashed
out of their heads. But what's she
trying to do? There's already
Shirley Hassey. Vikki Carr's last
record came out the same time

of record you've got to hear a few
times. It's doesn't hit you very
quickly. Probably be a memor-

as our record "My White Bi-

cycle." When EMI told us wed
be competing .with Vikki Carr,

able Georgie Fame rather than
just a hit.

well you know, we just laughed.

Mind you she had a hit and we
didn't.

iThANTALIAN's CHARIOT:
"The Madman Running
Through The Fields" (Col-

Sfrect iell get quite a few play's

in the dubs this one. Who is it?

umbia).
Ah-ha, backward high -hat! This

Gladys Knight and the Pips.

is nice. Like the voice - it's a

PAUL AND MARY:

bit Tim Rosey, only younger.
Yeah. Should I know who this is.
American? English then! Good.
That's nice. A hit. I hope it is.
Sounds a bit like Traffic. I mean
it's not but there's some nice

I Dig Rock And Roll
PETER,

Music" (Warner Brothers).

ES a group this time. American Don't like that bit, I dig the
Mama and the Papas." All sounds

bit West Coastish. They could

ideas on it. Who is it? Sounds
like they're getting it together.
Sounds like somebody's gone and
done something. Does the singer
play organ as well? We're getting
somewhere. They must come
from London. Zoot Money! Too

twee written better lyrics and the
melody isn't very strong. There's
fen-

freaky

backward

tapes.

Well. I don't think that'll be a
hit! Very strange record. What's
the name of the group. Peter,
Paul and Mary! You've got to be
joking! What What's their scene?

much.

Can

you imagine that guy singing all this freaky stsE Sounds
like they're trying to do a Byrds
and a Mamas and the Papas at

THE MOVE: "Flowers In
The Rain" (Regal Zonosong. Very good. Like that big

"Creeque Alley" scene with the

marching sound they always get.

lyrics. Maybe a hit in the S..

That's Roy Wood there - he always gets his little bits in. He
always reminds me of that singer

- they've get a lot of fans. Over

here though? Well, wait and see.

who had two big hits and then
disappeared. You know, what
was his name? I can't remember.
Very good this. Don't know what

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL:

Fakin' It"

Simon

and

Very

nice Oh wow! I'll buy this one.
Yeah It., it's terrific_ Really dif-

it'll do on the chart - I should

think between eight and five. It's
not a particularly good record for
their image because they've
changed a bit from all that auto destruction scene. They've got
the best vocal sound In England.
It's bloody huge. Oh yes, that's

ferent and moving for them That
"
beginning sounds like " Strawberry Fields Forever
you

-

know, the eledronic bit.

Nice

-I

guitar monad. They ahrays have

as 'oven: guitar sound

think that's what gave it away.
There really must be a message

who Roy Wood sounds like

Lou Christie.

STEVE FLYNN:

Rainbow"

ST

MARSHAL! -1 AGAIN
with a revolutionary new concept
in

amplification
TOWER
TO
THIS

FROM
THIS (50 wets)

You have just returned
from Haight-Ashbury.
What were your impres-

sions of life there?

phone).
Wow! It's the Move! Roy Wood

the same time_ They must dig the
And
there's a very
Byrds_

(CBS):
Garfunkel.

Georgie Fame.
Get. - Gilberto.

Woudn't expect him to do this
kind of thing, but the voice is
nice. Is it the Harry South band
with him? The arrangement is a
kind of more interesting bossa
nova thing. I should think this
will take some time to move up
the chart. It'll be bought over a
long period of time. It's the kind

dtiongi

a

" Try My

-

"Mr

(Padephone) (co -written
by
Keith West).
Oh it's a nice tune, isn't
it! I seem to remember writing this about a year ago.
I think that's right! Actually
the number's from Tomorrow's album - but we took

track and changed
the lyrics about for this
single version. We altered
the arrangement and did
o

some things with it. We

BUILDER'

never saw Steve, the singer,
again. Hope he has a hit
with it. Fab -gear Robbins
music! I prefer the group
version actually but the
lyrics might be a bit dodgy.
It's more commercial than
this one though.

Well, we were only in
Haight Ashbury for

about 30 minutes but I

did see quite a bit.

We

parked our limousine a
block away just to appear
the same and walked along

the street for about a hundred yards, half like a tour-

ist and half like a hippie. We

were trying to have a look
in a few shops.

" You
may think this interview is of
importance to me," said George Harris
across a table in NEM's Enterprises
offices. " But you'd be wrong. It's very
important. We have realised that it's u
11

Who was with you?
Pattie

her
sister
a
friend of

J enny,

Neil tTii;;II, IZeiroeld'arVaan:

a friend.
nit
tliaAIXIrn.
o;
and it was c. At fine

just
"
and
can

...

saying "hello"

theywere

yoll

things like that.

Then more and more people

arrived and it got bigger and
bigger. We walked into the
park end
baaaa

.

Allthese

people were just following
us along.

everyone-including the Beatles-to

bee and understanding and to comer,
this in any way we can.- George, radiar
flowered shirt and trousers. long flawir
hair and bushy moustache. lit up a disrr
wet London day by his clothes, his frier
and the warmth of his replies. George s
quietly but frankly about many zubject.
from God to LSD - and the 90 minute
conversation examined the whole exist:
of the most introspective Beatle,

One of them tried to
give you STP, I believe?
They were trying to
give me everything.
This is a thing that I
want to try and get over to
people. Although we've been
identified a lot with hippies,
especially since all this

thing about Pot 30,

k

don't

tell anyone else to have it
becomcae.se..:t..swsomee
wantE...
up to the person himself.
Although it was Ifice a key

that open. the door and
sthheowoedtheraailge,t

it's

stothiniie4ento

people themselves what they

do with it

LSD isn't a real answer.

may never

but it i

You don't

OK that's it

A hippie
be

emit!

d'aesnensbleis.mneoTher......1::<:

r

Eric unveils the 'new' Ran

(500 wells)

,1111111V

As

easy as

building

toy
blocks !

rixs. ..trz,

For little more than the cost of a normal 50
watt amplifier and speaker setup
you can now buy a basic 50 watt 'TOWER BUILDER"
set-up and, any lime, add
extra 50 watt -POWER BUILDER" units
right up to 500 watts.

tares ...dd
woo.

s

-IT'S THE LATEST & GREATEST
-AND WHAT'S MORE IT'S MARSHALL
Rose, Morris .1 Co. Ltd., 32-34 Gordon
House Rood, Kentish Town, London, N. W.5

LONDON'S long -running Flamingo Club has gone

hippie
under its new name,
the Pink
Flamingo.
The ceiling is
covered in
flowers,
psychedelic
paintings
adorn the walls and
above the
audience, stuffed
pigeons, lit by

ultra violet lights, sit on pipes'
The stage, extended by o!'ne

(oar feet, is decorated *rill,
flowers, beads and jewels.
The
club
completely
was
packed on Saturday for tric
Burdon and the Animals ---but
at a
hippies were few. Highspott

MI I

MY

MAKER, Selitrinlirr

2, liff/7-Pay

be
to
A hippie is supposed

awaresomeone who becomes
but if you're really hip
with
involved
you don't get
LSD and things like that
No, not really. For me,
it

217.1t

gomod

isn't really the answer to
everything. It can help you
to go from A to B, but when

you get to 13, you see C.
And you see that to

BY

-

something that's
person himself.

was like a key
I the door and
of of things on
le, it's still up to
selves what they

a real answer.

It dorso't eVe

I

didn't know iliarAgitiglpi. it,
I'd never even heard of
it then. This is something
that just hasn't been told.
Everybody now knows that
we've had it but the circun,
stances were that somebody
lust shoved

bur,

,au don't

ai
bt

that's

to have it quite unaware of

you anything.

have noticed be

the fact.
don't mind telling
I
people I've had it. I, m not
embarrassed. It makes no
difference because I know
that I didn't actually go

out and try to get

some.

justthtearrai

it for ever,eyou're
pp o s e

olte, eiswat.

suave

ite:Te'rl'Ireacrrol,

the stuff. So we happen..

k maths you to see a lot
of nrasibilities
that you
r,,Ye

WALSH

=lioileerJwiatii

I needed it the first time

on examined the whole existence
-t introspective Beane.

don't want to
else to have it

ALAN

from it, but you also see
that you don't really need

-

d to

- you're hibeff"es

of getting high

ial ways

if you're really hip you don't
get involved with LSD and
things like that. You see
the potential that it has and
the good that can come

We have realised that it's up to
-including the Beatles --to spread
sderstanding and to communicate
way we con." George, radiant in
hitt and trousers. long flowing
ashy moustache, lit spa dismal
in day by his clothes, his friendliness
arrnth of his replies. Georgespoke

t frankly about other subjects
and the 90 minute
to LSD

really high, you have to do
it straight. There are spec-

know what's going on. But

think this interview is of no
to me." said George Harrison
ale in NEM's Enterprises Mayfair
ut you'd be wrong. It's very

get

You've never deliberately set out to take
LSD?

things. So this was the disappointing thing about LSD.
In this physical world we
live in, there's always

thing and this is why you
can't say LSD is good or
is bad because it's good
AND it's bad. It's both of
them and it's neither of
them all together. People

though there were so many
great people, really nice
people who only wanted to

friends and didn't want

be

to impose anything or be
still the
anything,
thint iherethwas
black

There was thee binvehere
people were so out of their
minds trying to shove STP
on me, and acid --every step
I took there was somebody
me something
`2_VITPdtet
about that. I want to get
high and you can't get high
ISD. You

rrmcannrkt7m4

iesl'cl

as you like but you get to
stop

tourists
are making
mairetgalenanl at the
same time, they
I°
their hands out areegg':2

That's what I don't
anybody

ir,1"Agt

else I don't like. The
moment you start droppingg

laly

out and then

begging

good.
g,"e":',.slYn:hse

off

just;

rfl'il'edingstherVggoeasn'iraq

ter what you are as long as
matter
you work. It doesn't
if
keep chop-

youend

what's
pingeeThen' you get
ommg

some

decorated
and jewels.
completely
was
`nuill

for

Eric

Saturday
the Animals ---out
°C a
cw. Highspots

Paint

electric violin.

Can we ever get

You

have to td°rointt.
you drop out you put yourfaedeetei

the
self further away fromwere
goal of life than if you
to laeep workig.

Have you any defined
idea of what your goal

in life is?

We've all got the same
goal
all
it or uot. We'relise

or

You can only do it

don't

I've ever done is keep being

and It's Just all worked
out. It just did It all
magic .. It just did IL We
never planned anything. So
it's obvious - because I'm
me

.

.

a

musician now, them what

I was destined to

be. It's

my Ma

NEXT WEEK

all

lust be ourselves and

It was
given to us. All this.

there,happened.

it

down to this level?

1

All we ever had to do was

life, but that doesn't mat-

don't consider that.
Haight Ashbury was a
bit of a shock because al -

the

extended by

until we get there. We're all
different people and we are
all doing different things in

ing the meat, killing people
or chopping the trees down.

always

as a

musician.

since my birth. Many people
think life is pre -destined. I
think it is vaguely but It's
still up to you which way
your life's going to go All

ift. So it's not really bad
that I've got it because I
didn't ask for It. It was just
mine. All I did was be me.

trying to get to
Jesus Christ got. And were
on this world
'going to
all

equal and opposite to every-

There's

.

San
Burdon show were
drew
Francisan Nights ", which
"
When I
the biggest applause,
Was Young ", " Are You Experienced?"-which Eric dedicates to
limi Hendrix-and a great version
"
of "
using an
It Black

leally.117t
where

creation.

don't mind
dropping out of

good

they were given to me

there's always the opposite

taking It.
Haight-Ashbury reminded
me a bit of the Bowery.
There were these people just
sitting round the pavement
us
begging, saying
an e
some money for a "bfleir
tes. They
These are hypocrites.

"

Jesus Christ.

it.

Leariilserdoeat-

there

I

hts, sit on pipes

isTilill'IwItyTYtheagthagien%:

something

Whatever

them.
like.

-

The
perspective, It's
reason CitIL
es Is because
material

is,

black and white, yes and

:nr1:06.1:turTa's

Bw' Flamingo

but now that I've
got the material thing In
Yes,

other that no matter how

a

why. This Is a thing
that I've looked back on

the material wealth?

has
complete. Everybody
realised at some time or

ter because the whole point
or life is to harmonise with
everything, every aspect in

duality - good and bad.
no.

is called God. Fora reunion,

that comes with

I'm
know

sidered getting rid of

striving for something which

But
then, it was given to us to
enable us to see that that
wasn't It. There was more
to it.

Where do these beliefs
f t in with the musical
side of the Beatles?

WHAT WILL

THE

BEATLES DO ON
THEIR NEXT LP?

if

you believe in it. Everyis
body
potentially
divine. It's lust a matter of

self -realisation before i[ will
all happen. The

a good idea-love, Flowerseee
and that is geat-but when
you see the other half of it,

is like anything. I love all

these people too, those who
are

to
to

find teebItt ortdruZineg

tti=re
par
but when I see the bad
straighten

the

cent
side

of It, I'm not so happy.
To get anywhere near

what you are talking

about, do you believe

you have to be a hippie

or a flower person?

Anybody can do it.

I

doubt if anyone who is
a hippie or flower person feels that he Is. It's only
the press,
call
`t'te,

have
ea 711;epleti%IllIZ'r
son. I know
George
aeept
person.
Just like everybody `me:

THE IMPRESSIONS

but different to everybody
else at the same time. You

get toe point where

you

realise that it doesn't mat ter whet
k you
letetvlf:Ploue trim you
are yourself that'. mattera
Or what you know you are.

Anyone can make It. You

don't have to put a flowery
shirt on.
Could

make it?

bank

clerk
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You have just returned
from Haight-Ashbury.

What were your impressions of life there?

Well, we were only in

Haight Ashbury for
about 30 minutes but I
did see quite a bit. Wea
parked our limousine
block away just to appear
the same and walked along
the street for about a hun-

BY
ALAN
WALSH

dred yards, half like a tourist and half like a hippie. We

" You may think this interview
is of no
importance to me," said George Harrison
across a table in NEM's Enterprises
Mayfair
offices. " But you'd be wrong. It's very
important. We have realised that it's up to

were trying to have a look

in a few shops.

Who was with you?
sister
her
a
friend of

Pattie
Jenny,

everyone-including the Beatles-to

Jenny's, Derek Taylor,

love and understanding and to communi:ate
this in any way we can." George, radiant in
flowered shirt and trousers, long flowing
hair and bushy moustache, lit up a dismal
wet London day by his clothes, his friendliness
and the warmth of his replies. George spoke

Neil Aspinall, our road manager, and Magic Alex, who's
a friend. We walked along
and it was nice. At first they
were just saying " hello "
and "can I shake your
things like that.
hand "
Then more and more people
arrived and it got bigger and
.

.

.

-

quietly but frankly about many subjects

bigger. We walked into the
park and it just became a
bit of a joke.

spread

-

from God to LSD
and the 90 minute
conversation examined the whole existence
of the most introspective Beatle.

All these

people were just following
us along.

One of them tried to
give you STP, I believe?

They were trying to
give me everything.
This is a thing that

1

want to try and get over to

people. Although we've been

identified a lot with hippies,
especially since all this

thing about pot and LSD's

come out, we don't want to
tell anyone else to have it
because it's something that's
up to the person himself.
Although it was like a key
that opened the door and
showed a lot of things on
the other side, it's still up to

It doesn't give you anything.

LSD isn't a real answer.

aware - you're hip if you

people themselves what they
do with it.

It enables you to see a lot
of possibilities that you
may never have noticed before but it isn't the answer.
You don't just take LSD
and that's it for ever, you're
OK.

A hippie

supposed to
be someone who becomes
is

know what's going on. But
if you're really hip you don't
get involved with LSD and
things like that. You see
the potential that it has and
the good that can come

but you also see
that you don't really need

from it,
it.

I needed it the first time
I ever had it.
Actually, I
didn't know that I'd had it,
I'd never even heard of
it then. This is something
that just hasn't been told.

Everybody now knows that
we've had it but the circumstances were that somebody
just shoved it in our coffee

before we'd ever heard of
the stuff. So we happened

to have it quite unaware of
the fact.
I
don't

mind

telling

I'm not
embarrassed. It makes no
difference because I know
people I've had
that

I

it.

didn't actually go

out and try to get some.

You've never deliberately set out to take
LSD?

No, not really. For me,
it was a good thing but
it showed me that LSD
isn't really the answer to
everything. It can help you
to go from A to B, but when
you get to B, you see C.

And you see that to get
really high, you have to do
it straight. There are special ways of getting high

without drugs-with

yoga,

striving for something which
is called God. For a reunion,
complete. Everybody has
realised at some time or

sidered getting rid of

there's
still always the unhappiness

got the material thing in
The
perspective, it's OK

other that no matter how
happy

they

are,

that comes with

Everyone is a

it.

potential

Jesus Christ, really. We are
all trying to get to where
Jesus Christ got. And we're

those

'going to be on this world

black and white, yes and

but that doesn't mat-

meditation

and

all

things. So this was the disappointing thing about LSD.
In this physical world we
there's always
live in,
good and bad.
duality
Whatever

no.

there

is,

there's always the opposite

There's always something
equal and opposite to every-

thing and this is why you

can't say LSD is good or
it's bad because it's good
AND it's bad. It's both of
them and it's neither of
them all together. People

don't consider that.
Haight Ashbury was a
bit of a shock because although there were so many
great people, really

nice

until we get there. We're all
different people and we are
all doing different things in
life,

ter because the whole point
o; life is to harmonise with
everything, every aspect in
creation. That means down
to not killing the flies, eating the meat, killing people
or chopping the trees down.

Can we ever

get

it

You can only do

it if

you believe in it. Everypotentially
is
body
divine.

It's just a matter of

self -realisation before it will

all happen. The hippies are

anything, there was still the

you see the other half of it,
it's like anything. I love all
these people too, those who
are honest and trying to

black

bit,

the

There was the

be

opposite.
bit where

people were so out of their
minds trying to shove STP
on me, and acid-every step
I took there was somebody
trying to give me something

-but I didn't want to know
about that. I want to get
high and you can't get high
on LSD. You can take it
and take it as many times
as you like but you get to

a point that you can't get

any further unless you stop
taking it.
Haight-Ashbury reminded

me a bit of the Bowery.
There were these people just
sitting round the pavement
begging,

saying " give us

some money for a blanket."
These are hypocrites. They

are making fun of tourists
and all that and at the

same time, they are holding
their hands out begging off

them. That's what
like.

I

don't

don't mind anybody
dropping out of anything but
it's the imposition on somebody else I don't like. The
moment you start dropping
I

out and then begging off
somebody else to help you
then it's no good. I've just
realised through a lot of
things that it doesn't matter what you are as long as
you work. It doesn't matter
if you chop wood as long
as you chop and keep chopping. Then you get what's
coming to you. You don't
have to drop out. In fact if
you drop out you put yourself further away from the
goal of life than if you were
to keep working.

Have you any defined
idea of what your goal
in life is?
We've all got the same
goal whether we realise
We're all
it or not.

Yes,

whole

but now that
reason

I've

I've got
is because

material things
they were given to me as a

gift. So it's not really bad
that I've got it because I

didn't ask for it. It was just
mine. All 1 did was be me.
All we ever had to do was
just be ourselves and it all

happened. It was there,
given to us. All this. But
then, it was given to us to

enable us to see that that
wasn't it. There was more
to it.

Where do these beliefs
fit in with the musical
side of the Beatles?

I

don't

know why. This is a thing
that I've looked back on

since my birth. Many people
think life is pre -destined. I

think it is vaguely but it's
still up to you which way
your life's going to go. All

I've ever done is keep being
me and it's just all worked

out. It
magic

.

just did it all
it just did it. We
.

.

.

.

-

a good idea-love, flowers
and that is great-but when

find a bit of truth and to
straighten out the untruths.
I'm with them 100 per cent
but when I see the bad side
of it, I'm not so happy.

To get anywhere near

what you are talking

about, do you believe
you have to be a hippie
or a flower person?
Anybody can do it.

I

doubt if anyone who is
a hippie or flower person feels that he is. It's only
you, the press, who call us
that. They've always got to
have some tag. If you like,
I'm a hippie or a flower person. I know I'm not. I'm
George Harrison, a person.
Just like everybody else,

but different to everybody
else at the same time. You

get to a point where you

realise that it doesn't matter what people think you
are, it's what you think you
are yourself that matters.
Or what you know you are.
Anyone can make it. You
don't have to put a flowery
shirt on.

Could

a

make it?

bank

clerk

Anyone can, but they've

got to have the desire.
The Beatles got all the

material wealth that we
needed and that was enough

to show us that this thing
wasn't material. We are all
in the physical world, yet
what we are striving for
isn't physical. We all get so
hung up with material

things like cars and tele-

visions and houses, yet what

they can give you is only
there for a little bit and
then it's gone.
Did you ever reach the

point where you corn-

.

never planned anything. So
because I'm
it's obvious
a musician now, that's what
I was destined to be. It's
my gig.

NEXT WEEK

WHAT WILL THE
BEATLES DO ON
THEIR NEXT LP?

down to this level?

people who only wanted to
be friends and didn't want

to impose anything or

the material wealth?

I'm a musician.

be
to
A hippie is supposed
someone who becomes aware
but if you're really hip
you don't get involved with
LSD and things like that

